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>> THOUSANDS OF STANDARD PROFILES

CUSTOM ENGINEERED PROFILES

GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE COSTING

VALUE-ADDED SERVICES

ISO 9000

world-class extrusion supplier

contact

gupta permold corporation

234 lott road

pittsburgh, pa 15235

ph: 412.793.3511

fax: 412.793.1055

www.guptapermold.com

sales@guptapermold.com



OVER 3,500 STANDARD PROFILES TO CHOOSE FROM.

COMPLETE LINE OF VALUE-ADDED SERVICES.
Single-source responsibility is what you want, and that’s what you get with Gupta.  We can furnish your 

extrusions complete with powder-coating, CNC machining, vibratory finishing, anodizing, fabrication, etc.

JUST IN TIME DELIVERY.
Just-in-Time. Extrusions exactly the way you want them, exactly when you want them.  Convenient and 

hassle-free. No long lead-times. No need to wait for your material. Programs can be set-up to ship within 48 

hours after your release...now that's reducing your inventory! 

GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE UNIT & TOOLING COSTS.
We offer globally competitive costing that contributes right to your bottom line. Our tooling costs keep your 

initial investment to a minimum, and furthermore for qualifying programs, tooling costs can often be fully 

absorbed!

CUSTOM ENGINEERED PROFILES.
Not standard?...No problem! Send us your drawing or design for a prompt, competitive proposal. We can ship 

full lineals or cut-to-size sections. State-of-the art extrusion presses can accurately produce your profile from 

fractions to several inches in profile length and width.  Most common extrudable alloys are available!  

With all of the time and money you invest 

each and every day into making your 

product the best it can be, why would 

you entrust the manufacturing to anyone 

else but the best?  After all, it’s your 

name on the box!   So whatever your 

contract manufacturing needs might be, 

allow Gupta Permold’s world-class staff 

the privilege of working on your next 

project ... and Gain theAdvantage!

234 lott road

pittsburgh, pa 15235

ph: 412.793.3511
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Gain the Advantage.

"Off-the-shelf" extrusions with no tooling costs or lead-times...what could be more convenient? Standard 

shapes include Bars, Tubes, Angles, Channels, Tees, Heat Sinks, Furniture Profiles, G- Channel, Table 

Corners, Hand Rails, Handles, Retail Exhibition Profiles, Tower Bolts, Hinges, Latches, Aldrops, Grill Frames, 

Ladder Profiles, Glass Sections, Architectural & Structural Cross Sections, Moldings, Air-grills just to mention 

a few! Contact us for list of standard sizes and dimensions available, or simply visit 

www.guptapermold.com/extrusions.htm for a convenient list of online catalogs!


